
EXPERIENCE THE BENEFITS OF SOMATIC MOVEMENT COMBINED

WITH YOGIC BREATHING FOR

Better alignment | Improved Posture

REDUCE

Pain | Chronic Tension | Muscle Stiffness | Sitting Discomfort

TIRED OF BACKACHES FROM SITTING IN FRONT OF THE LAPTOP ALL DAY ?TIRED OF BACKACHES FROM SITTING IN FRONT OF THE LAPTOP ALL DAY ?
LOOKING FOR AN EXERCISE THAT IS SENIOR CITIZEN FRIENDLY?LOOKING FOR AN EXERCISE THAT IS SENIOR CITIZEN FRIENDLY?                                      

        WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR POSTURE AND FLEXIBILITY?WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR POSTURE AND FLEXIBILITY?                                                                                              

RELAX YOGA MIGHT BE JUST BE WHAT YOU NEED !

After a great response to our first batch we are thrilled to announce a new batch of Relax

Yoga classes from November 2020 to February 2021.

ALL PRACTISES ARE DONE SITTING ON A CHAIR

TIMINGS AND FEES

MORNING BATCH : TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS

7: 15 AM TO 8:15 AM

EVENING BATCH :TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS

6: 00 PM TO 7:00 PM

CONTACT

Ramesh Lakshman at  +91 9820001571 for more details

Rs. 1500/- per month 
OR

Rs. 5000 for 4 months (No refunds)

CHECK OUT THE NEXT PAGE 

For testimonials from our participants of the current batch 

AND

 A link to sign up for the upcoming batch



CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP FOR THE UPCOMING BATCH

 SOME TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR CURRENT STUDENTS

I am a senior citizen, and these exercises do not involve sitting or lying down. So they suited 

me very well without straining myself. The Relaxercises were so simple, very effective and very

relaxing. - Mrs Susheela Pathy, Our most vibrant senior participant 

The benefits of these Relaxercises was beyond expectations. The vertigo and giddiness I was

experiencing has gone. My neck ache though present at times I can handle with the help of

these practices. - Aruna- Consulting Psychologist

This was my first exposure to a structured yoga program under a seasoned teacher. The

sessions have taught me to relax my body and mind, making me focus more on the here and

now. I have become less restless and more mindful.It has also helped to reduce stress around

my shoulder and neck muscles.- Sunil Nair- Journalist

This 4 month program on Somatic exercises has contributed significantly to my physical

fitness, emotional stability and spiritual growth.The different movements of the spine, neck,

shoulders, pelvis, feet etc has made my body so flexible that I am able to do my Asanas with

ease and the feeling of relaxation that follows is amazing. I admire Sir’s simplicity, humility,

dedication and ever ready to share his knowledge gained through intense reading and

research.I would strongly recommend to anyone who wants to grow and blossom in life. 

- Geetha Balasubramanian- Yoga Teacher

I have had a host of issues like torn shoulder muscles and herniated discs in the lower spine.

The practice has helped me to gain a sense of mindfulness in posture and movement, and

there has been incremental but steady progress in healing.- Nandini Manjrekar -Professor 

 I had hysterectomy last year, as a result so much of pelvic muscular pain was there. The

pelvic exercises helped me a lot with mindfulness. Chakra awareness gave me another angle

for spiritual healing which Sir provided in this course. I recommend this course for anyone who

needs relaxation and a stress free life- Rakhi Sengupta, Psychologist

https://www.antarangwellness.com/book-a-course/

